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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
2019 PICTURE:

The author is Williejason (“Williejay”) Terrell Strong. He was born on
March 12, 1975. He Married. He has been increasing in devout living
by God since about age 10.

He is anointed by God; evident by his Bible correlations discoveries he
was led to by God, which might be shown on
www.WilliejayTStrong.com. Williejason (nickname Jason) is very similar
to Jason of the House of Jason in the Bible. They both went thru the
same things and are devout Christians; and the House of Jason was
strong.

Williejason is also a bs civil engineering graduate from the Georgia
Institute of Technology. Williejason grew up in the African Methodist
Church. He is an African-American.
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NOTES ABOUT MY FAMILY:
I had and still have problems with my family. But the specifics are not the public’s
business. I am not going to talk about them because it would offend my family.
People’s family issues are their private matters. Bible: “Be not a busy body in
other men’s affairs.”
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MY SPIRITUAL GIFTS:
• God led me to Biblical Correlation Discoveries; read about them on
www.WilliejayTStrong.com;
• Knowing how to live and think;
• Good in math;
• I am very passionate;
• God Gives me Songs hip song music in my Dreams;
• God and Wisdom;
• My Family;
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MY PROFESSIONAL PRAYER
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I CALL UPON YOU LORD [YOUR POWER] TO:
1. NOT LET ME LIVED IN VAIN.
a. God I pray that You do not let any of my efforts be in vain. Please
bless me so people see that You greatly blessed me for me greatly
doing good. I want to be humble. I want to be seen having done
Your will.
b. <Let me be sold to go Your way> →
i. I Pray to do Your heart’s desires. Push me and I will go after a
short while; PLEASE BE PATIENT WITH ME. Pull me and I will
not resist too much if You teach me why.
ii. I give all myself to You, I trust You.
iii. Turn the wheels of our enemies counterclockwise. I do not
hate my enemies; but I do not want to socialize with them
evermore.
c. God please bless me to be happy all along the way.
2. FORE PRAYER; PREPAREDNESS:
a. GOD PLEASE LET THINGS WORKOUT IN ADVANCE FOR ME AND MY
FAMILY. I EXPERIENCED AND KNOW YOU CAN DO THIS; I did not
realize this before but I need to regularly DO FORE PRAYER.
b. GOD PLEASE TEACH ME BEFORHAND-to not make mistakes. Let me
not be stubborn.
c. Prepare my way around my enemies-let me not face an enemy.
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3. GOD PLEASE PROTECT US FROM:
a. CRIME
b. EARLY DEATH
c. TOO BAD HEALTH
d. NATURAL DISASTERS
e. TRAGEDIES
4. GOD TAKE ALL THE SEVERE ABUSE TO ME OUT OF MY LIFE NOW AND
FOREVER.
5. I PRAY I GET ALL THE THINGS I WOULD EVER WISHED FOR OVER ENOUGH
TIME-THAT YOU APPROVE OF; PEACEFUL LIFE, NICE HOUSE, BE A SONG
ICON, HAVE BUSINESS, HAVE CAPITAL TO BE PERSONAL AND BUSINESS
FINANCIALLY INDEPENDENT, TO BE A VERY GOOD PERSON ….
a. I pray that we (my close family) has Nice Appreciated Life.
6. GOD PLEASE ALLOW ME TO MAKEUP THE STUPIDITY I DID.
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PAINS OF MY LIFE
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I DID NOT HAVE A PERMANENT GOOD MATE PARTNER FROM AGE 5. I greatly
suffered because I wanted and dearly needed a good mate partner. But at 41 I
learned that I just needed a friend [to start off]. I felt so lonely without a friend. I
yearned for her. The lonely pains were very sore. I am the type of person who is
disabled if he does not have love. I do not know if I am wrong but that is just how
I am. I always wanted a female to take me into her love. After having a basic
friend I realized I did need more.

Now I realized that it was my life’s quest to figure out how to find and get love for
others. My pain turned into blessings. So yes that is how God operates.

I tried to serenade about 3 but it turned into them hating me. Yeah they hated
the fact that I tried to be sweet to them. And they were African-American. I felt
so awkward and retarded about it for so long. Now I realize I was not wrong.

It is ironic that I loved so much but yet was so hated. So yeah I was destined to
figure out love, to be loved …. I do not hate African-American people. But I
despise African-American people for what they did to me and others. But AfricanAmerican people are not the only ones that are bad. I was just learning the world.
A lot of the world is bad.

I got so sad and felt pitiful that I could not find a woman to work with me in
Christian terms. I felt depressed because it seemed like all African-American
women were the same. None loved or respected an African-American man.
None.
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Then I learned about www.CDFF.com. At first I did not meet good people on it.
Then I met African women, not African-American. They and foreign Asian women
were and are the sources to have a good marriage.

Then I found love. It is not what you think. I did not find a person. I found the
love I been needing. When I found it I had no more displaced feelings about not
being thought of and …. There are definite things done to love just like there are
definite things done in making a cake. But until now I guess we did not figure that
out and use it to our advantage.

Now that I found love I do not need sex, real sex, I do not need marriage …. I
guess that is why the angels in Heaven do not marry. I found love in intimacy with
God, Wisdom, Jesus …; spiritual therapy is one of the most important things I
discovered.
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LIVING WITH ROACHES.
We had roaches badly. One time I bit into one, in my Ramen noodles. Yuck. One
crawled in my ear and took like a week to come out. They were all over the house
and I was scared every day of school that one would crawl out of my bookbag.
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HIGH SCHOOL FRIEND ABANDONING ME.
I had friends when I started high school, one in particular. Then after I started
church he deserted me. I was not invited to parties, weddings … nothing. And as
of 2017 they (my peers) still all hung around each other but not with me. I do not
know why they left me out but it worked out for me because they would had just
held me back.
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I AM NOT GOOD IN SCIENTIFIC ENGINEERING.
I struggled with engineering. Most students did. But I worked hard and kept at it.
I needed the education (later) to build my mind up from how people tried to
destroy it.
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ME BEING ADAMANTLY MAD ABOUT THE BAD CHURCHES OF CHRIST LEADERS.
I hated the fact that we had church leaders doing all kinds of bad but still leading
at church. While much more humble men with less income were pushed down
and away from leading. I hated it so bad. But I was in by myself. I thought the
church was one unit. I latter came to find out that it was a show, a real “TV”
show. I learned to not go to African-American churches because they were such
bad leaders and personally offensive. And the Caucasian churches were too
boring but they would not bother you. So I rather went to the Caucasian
churches.
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GET TO NOT CARE ABOUT WHAT MY MALE ENEMIES DID TO ME.
I hated having been wiretapped so bad. All I could talk about was the company I
worked for-that it stemmed from. Then 911 happened.

Lesson learned: Do not try to love a country/community except for non-profiting
because they will try to kill you.
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SCHIZOPHRENIA.
I had episodes: I thought someone killed my “girlfriend” Andrea and stuffed her
in the trunk as I heard car doors closing when I was in our house, I had stardom
thinking I was on the brink of being famous … and my mother stood right in front
of me one day and I did not see her as I changed car oil. My mother noticed
something was wrong with me and drove me to the hospital. That was my first
account of two of being hospitalized for affective schizophrenia.
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CAUCASIAN WOMEN NOT RECOGNIZING ME AS THOUGH I DESERVE ANY GOOD.
I never had a Caucasian girlfriend. I tried to have a Caucasian girlfriend for so long
after college but it never happened. Every time things would be going good then
she would blow-up on me. I could not deal with the blow-ups.
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THINGS I AM THANKFUL FOR
THRUOUT MY LIFE
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I am most appreciated for God always allowing my close family to have a nice
neighborhood to live in.

I am grateful for transportation. God always blessed my family with enough
transportation. A person could easily not have transportation or lose it then
never get it back. I thank God for all the good things He bestowed unto us.

God looked out for my family. But I always wished my family got along well; most
of that was communication. So I was destined to write information on
communication, namely Bad to Saint, so people would be able to fix their
communication problems.
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African-American families shun Caucasian people, at least they say they did or
gave that impression. I had black people in my life that definitely shunned or
hated Caucasian people and would express to me to not be friends/ … with them.
All the people who directly tried to ruin my life that I know of were AfricanAmericans though. Caucasian treat me nice-for the most part.
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I did not think, feel nor believed it was right for me to suffer from others to the
extent that I had been done. I was not grateful for it. I was not thankful for it.
And I felt it was not right for me going thru it. I rather had a Heavenly life. But I
had to come to earth; I remember being in Heaven before I was born (in toddler
form along with some of my classmates), Really. Other people had this kind of
remembrance too.
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My dad is responsible for getting me into doing so right. He would talk to me and
ask me “Do not do wrong ok?”, “When someone does bad then you do not do
bad ok?”

My great cousin Ent had something to do with it too. She tried to raise us up to
be good men. She had us in a church group called Future Intellectual Leaders of
America. She had us go to church.
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I went thru a lot of abuse when young from children. I been beat up by the world
in many ways. But now: no more abuse, no more enemies (and I hope to God
that I never let them in my life). No more struggles, no more arguing, no more
fighting ….

I was a good child. But we must grow-up with weeds. The weeds are competing
with us. There is no way around it. With weeds come pain and damages.

I used to fight a lot of ideas. Cheating. Broken families. Bad church leaders. Now
I know to deal with the problems that are affecting me (not the world, the world
will not listen to me); I am not their savior. The savior is for the called. Since I
been minding my own business I been much happier.
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My mind is good thank God, in lieu of everything I been thru (family, trauma,
schizophrenia and not being loved). Yep. I have arrived. I have nothing to worry
about. I think of good things 99.5% of the time. I have no evil motive.

It takes a lot to get the mind right. One has to work on it and be blessed by God
to have the knowledge to go by. I work hard on myself and wonder: “How
dangerous is the world since they do not work on their minds like I do, What if I
end up with someone who is not as spiritual as me? …”.

If it were not for my mom and God I would be out of my mind, 80% dysfunctional.
My mom heard someone talking about the medicine I am on when I was last
hospitalized. If she had not been in the right place at the right time … then I never
would had recovered. That is a miracle. So God has done a miracle for me. God
likes me.
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I love advertising one on one, in every situation. I learned that I was good in one
on one advertising when I worked being a Brand Ambassador. I would sell out of
products and people I worked with would tell me how I was such a good
salesman. I just love selling a product/service to someone. My advertising skills
have greatly increased into writing ads. I am not the best but I am good.
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Thank God that I learned how to work, not work hard but how to deal with the
people from work, how to pick jobs to apply for, how to work easy … (how to not
worry about work at all). I know not many people can say that. Yes there is a
secret way to go about work. I used to always get bothered by people treating
me bad at work, and church. That is what knowing what kind of jobs to apply for
and having the right work mode prevents. I do not believe in being treated like a
slave. Leave a church where there is even one person there who treats you bad;
nobody has the right to wipe their butte on you.
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If I do not succeed in finances then I do not have anything to worry about and I
will be happy. If I succeed in finances then I will be happy and not have anything
to worry about. I cannot take any of this with me-so there is not reason to attach
person feelings to them. I do not have to work hard. I do not have to struggle. I
do not have to be treated like a slave at work. I do not have to get fired. I do not
have to retire. I am retired.
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I have privacy too. I did not realize how important this was till immediate prior
living at 2608 …. I get to close my room door. I do not have to worry about
putting up with someone else I do not feel comfortable with.
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I could not imagine life without air conditioning. That is right I love good air, not
too hot, not too cold but cool. I have a fan in my room to keep me cool when
others want more heat. So that fan is a big deal in my life, kind of like a close
family member, really.
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God made it so I live in a very nice house and metro area. I guess 15% of the USA
live in such a good place as I do. My room is very big. I have my own vanity and
share a bathroom with only one person. This house costs about $400, 000
dollars. God blessed us to pay off the house. So we have somewhere to stay.
Caucasians treat us nice here: very courteous, kindly speak and hold short good
conversations with us in public. Not many African-American people are around. I
hate to say it but “African-American people” cause a lot of bad things to happen
in public: they are rude, cut in line, do not speak ….

The Caucasian people in my hometown do not talk to African-Americans for the
most part. They are very racist; you can tell by how they react to AfricanAmericans and treat them with suspicion. “Caucasian and African-American do
not mix there.” My fight is not racism, my fight is “The Man”, The Devil.
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God made it so I permanently have value, a SSDI check. If were not for that check
I would be so messed up; I would not had the resources to do business …. If I had
not got disabled I would not had the time to work on the business and get my
relationship focus right. So I thank God I was disabled. Everything worked out
the way God intended.
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The SSA took care of my child support too. That was such a regretful load to
carry. If I had lost my job or … and could not pay child support they would took
my driver’s license away or put me in jail. But my ex did not care; she tried to
make my life Hell. I hope God does her in like she tried to do me. I had a thriving
heart and people just threw me away like I was useless.
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If I had not got disabled then I would not have free medical. Medical coverage is
so important-for me.
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I am glad that I did not have more children. More children = more child support,
more women divided with me, more children not understanding why daddy was
not around …. I would had all these problems because I would not been with
women who sought love rather than alright treatment and/or finances. Life
works things out. I would had more kids and not taught them right. I would had
more people asking me for money. I would had lowered my goals. I would have
burned out like a cigarette.
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I had to depend on the finances of family members for 98% of my life. I felt bad
that I was not independent despite all I did (never going to jail, coming to God
early, being diligent and graduating from a very hard college earning a bs civil
engineering degree).

I really felt bad, I wanted to be dependent on, a leader. I wanted to do my part
and maybe more. Yet God did not see it was fit yet; it is up to His discretion. I
believe God will bless me with wealth because I did good, as the old Christians
teach. But it is not like I thought it would be. I thought I would been well off for a
long time by now. I am not underappreciative I am just real: God will provide a
roof, food and peace (He did not say in a mansion but you could get shelter). In
lieu I rather do good than had not. My heart is more important that financial
wealth. But financial wealth is important to me too.
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It is so powerful that God allows us to maintain. Anything could happen to
destroy our structures, anything. But God makes it so everyone in Christian
countries do not have to struggle too hard. God is not just taking care of me or us
because we are Christians. He is taking care of everyone in Christian countries.
So doing His will just to be elite-ly taken care of is not true.

God deems the blessings I get not man. God is leading me and has been leading
me. If the job … was for me then God would had not let me go that way. I gave
God my life to direct. So what if they will not hire me. I have a better future; I am
just not smart enough (like a sheep) to always see that.
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It is amazing that the USA is designed so that a person does not have too many
financial burdens at a time; we are kept down due to pay ranges but a person can
go around that and make a good living. You have to figure it out or follow me.
God works it out too that we have enough people working making enough to
cover the bills. We all are one paycheck from being evicted but God keeps us
together.
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My wife (1st wife) took our daughter and her cousin (Paris) away from me. But I
got the love back in my sister’s twins Gee-Gee and Matt-Matt. The twins love me.
I got the chance to feed them overnight when they were little. Yep. I am over my
wife taking my daughter and cousin away. I heard God will return evil for evil. I
did nothing for Yolanda to do that, nothing. This is another dagger in why I do not
like African-American people. She like put me in prison. Me and my daughter
had a great relationship and we loved each other so much; we both very much
missed each other. Churches of Christ did so so much damage to my life.
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I cannot imagine life without my mother. She is my best friend; she is all for me;
and she does not accept any bad things from me (which is good for my growth). I
can imagine how displaced people are due to their mothers not living. Not being
able to touch her, not being able to hear her tell a heartfelt complaint (Lol). I
often thought I would rather be dead than my mother. Now I think I can live but I
would need someone else special in my life. But I can make it; and that was not
so till I found love.

God was so helpful to me to have my mother with me thru all I needed. I do not
think I would had developed, I would been cold if I did not have my mother. God
is so good to me to have allowed me to have her for me for so long.

She worked for 30 years to provide for her kids. She never complained a day
about working. She never missed work unless it was needed. And she never
complained about giving. My mother is a good mother-last of the good AfricanAmerican women. She is the type who does not mind if her man is not bringing in
income. She does not like arguing, fighting …. I get my smarts from my mother.

My mother has done so much for me and never complained about it. She strives
to see me not get into trouble, to not have stress and worries from the world, to
be physically taken care of and for her family to be together. She did good; I feel
she made dad a better man, not so hateful, giving more and ….
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My young brother Derrick is also instrumental. He loves me and makes sure I am
taken care of. He is just like a good father.

I am so glad I live in North America USA. As long as a person stays out of jail, lives
in a Christian country and goes for the needed help then he/she will be taken care
of. The quality of living in the USA is probably the highest in the world. And as
long as one lives in a big city one can find a job. There are a lot of different food
places to eat at in big cities. And one can live a good life here if one knows or
figured out how to.
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IRONIC STUFF IN MY LIFE
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I been divorced by twice and am now am writing a book How to Marry God’s
Way. My first wife is named Yolanda. My second wife is named Sharanda. Both
had only 1 child, both by men name Willie. Both went to the same kind of church
(Churches of Christ). Both are around the same ages. Both wear glasses. Both
were new to sex and very un-affectionate. Both were inconsiderate and very
disrespectful.

Then in 2021 I finally met another American thru CDFF.com who was serious
about me. We met about every day thru Google Voice to chat. Her name was
Maranda. That did not last a month because when I asked her about us practicing
love she said she was not interested.

Yolanda, Sharanda then Maranda. All African-American woman who ought to
wanted to love (based on their backgrounds). I was done.
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I been divorced twice, yet I was a good husband. I been single 14 years, yet I been
online dating for 14 years and even reach out in grocery stores.
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I have one daughter but she does not talk to me, I did not do anything to her and
she will not tell me why.
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I’d rather be with a fat woman than a skinny woman, my first two wives were
slim.
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I been single 14 years yet I wrote a great book on how to marry.
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I am an engineer, yet I am poor. I went back to my community to help it after
graduating from college and they tried to devastate my personal and financial life.
My own race is responsible for financially holding me back (including disabling
me). I been confined to my home for 17 years like a prisoner but probably done
less wrong than any man in the last 1, 000 years. I contacted the White House to
the local police and they did nothing about me being disabled due to being
wiretapped.
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I stood up for what was right; “Churches of Christ” turned against me

52

People tried to take my life away from me and confined me like a prisoner yet I
wrote a book on “How to Live.”
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I paid child support but had my child custody rights taken away from me because
of evil people; no fault to my own. The divorce court would not allow me to have
church at home with my daughter.
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I broke my hand and was not able to hold Britt in it when she was born. My life
was broken and I was not able to hold Britt in my arms. I knew the broken hand
was a sign.
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I am African-American but do not get along with 99% of African-American people.
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African-Americans tried to get me to hate Caucasian people for what they do but
African-Americans do greatly more wrong to their own race.
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I love women but none would accept me for a mate partnership.
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African-American women hate me because I am not financially well off.
Caucasian women are verbally hateful to me.
African-American women would hate to see me with a Caucasian woman
(Caucasian, Latina …).
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I am very loving but over a 15-year time did not get sex, not one kiss nor hug.
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I used to be the biggest player; now I am the biggest promoter of good marriage.
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My church tried to devastate me even though I donated $5, 000 to them at one
time.

62

I created big business ideas off a very small budget.

63

I am an engineer but what I am really good in is writing.
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My college mascot is yellow jackets; one day I got attacked by yellow jackets.
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I am labelled crazy (for having affective schizophrenia) and genius (for being an
engineer graduate from Georgia Tech, USA).
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Yeah people called me a math genius. Ironically my math calculations are
"always" wrong at first; it usually takes a long time to work them out. But I do
work them out.
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I am an inspiration writer in contrast to what I been thru.

68

WHEN I LOOK BACK AT MY
LIFE AND SEE
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

69

God allowed my marriages to be destroyed:
So that I was not in an imperfect (not striving for perfection) marriage;
So that I wrote all the books;
To learn that what kind of woman I need to be with.
So that I know and will require what is needed to have a good marriage;
So that I have fire to lead people to learn how to become free;
So that I did not teach my daughter wrong philosophy (being developed).
I had to learn how to have a relationship and how people in the USA are before
getting into a relationship;

God allowed me to be alone:
To work on business;
To get my values right;
To get my thinking right;
To detach from sex.
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I am glad:
I am not with my ex's because they were affectionately lame and did not love me;
I learned churches are not worth s*it;
I was single;
One thing that keeps me going is Caucasian women customers being nice to me;
that nice welcoming and wishing well is a big part of my life;

It is a shame:
My daughter does not want to have anything to do with me;
No African-American in the USA church fights Life with a good man;

I now understand:
Most people lives are meant to be financially poor;
All things will work out;
God had me graduate from Georgia Tech just to show I am hard working and
smart;
I know God will punish those who damaged my life;
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Now:
I want to start teaching people to use my books to break free from the prisons of
this world;
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ALTERIOR MOTIVES

73

HOW I FEEL:

SOLUTION:

Sometimes I get tired of being

I need to be complacent with what God and

poor.

my family provides.

Sometimes I get tired of having to

I need to be complacent, wealth does not

be taken care of, get handouts, not come overnight. It would be nice to have
having my own things.

my own place.

I felt God:

But I realize:

1. Is trying to keep me poor,
down.
2. Does not love everyone.

1. The world, our family, evolved that it
never had establishments because
our family never strove and worked
together.
2. I am doing good considering my
abilities to make money and do high
licensed jobs to make a lot of money.
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WHY IT IS GOOD THAT I DID
NOT REMARRY

75

MY GREAT PROBLEM

76

Quotes from http://www.motivationalwordsofwisdom.com taught me that God
did not have any deviousness in Him at all. That God was like an old man,
reserved, slow to move and quiet. That He just wants us to be without trouble.

I always had negative thoughts hunting me, but now they were gone. Thank You
Lord God.
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RELEVANT PARTICULARS
ABOUT ME

78

WHAT I LIKE TO DO
I like doing personal development (Christian based); developing business,
empathizing with others, having good communication ….
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WHAT THRILLS ME
I am thrilled about chatting with my mother. I am thrilled about having a peaceful
mate partnership. I am thrilled that I can experience a high-quality life. I am
thrilled that I have an intimate relationship with Wisdom. I am thrilled that God is
Good and in Control (of my life). I am thrilled that I mastered life.
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WHAT AM I SCARED OF
Snakes.
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MY MOST FAVORITE THING TO DO
I like to be happy.
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WHAT ARE THE TEN MOST IMPORTANT THINGS TO YOU IN ORDER
Wisdom
God
My family
Empathy
Good communication
Good Food
Government
The displaced people
Affection
Money
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WHAT POLITICAL PARTY DO I GO FOR
Democratic
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BESIDES GOING TO HEAVEN AND BEING FORGIVEN OF SIN WHAT I GET OUT OF
CHRISTIANITY
Reasons for reasons
High quality life
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THINGS WHICH MAKE ME A GOOD MATE PARTNER
I give good communication.
I talk Christian talk.
I care about the people close to me very much.
I respect everyone no matter what.
I have super business line ideas.
I have a great food recipes.
I am not wasteful.
I do not cheat.
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WHAT I EXPECT MY WOMAN TO PAY FOR
Her basics
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LENGTH OF MY MARRIAGES
My first marriage lasted about 5 years. My second marriage lasted less than a
year.
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NUMBER OF KIDS I HAVE
I have only one child, an adult girl. She lives with her mother. Her mother killed
our relationship.
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WOULD I LIKE TO HAVE MORE KIDS
Due to the situations in which finances might collapse I do not want to birth …
more kids. These times are not good for having kids, due to finances.
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MY FAVORITE COLOR
White
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MY MOST FAVORITE FOOD
Patty melt plate from Waffle Houses
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MY EATING HABITS
I eat almost anything except: snake, snail, rat, dog, monkey, raw fish and etc.
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MY LIVING ARRANGEMENTS
I live with family but that can change in the future.
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MY ALCOHOL USE
None

95

DRUGS USE
None
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MY STD'S I HAVE
None
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MY INCARCERATIONS
None
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MY BAGGAGE:
Let me tell you all my baggage: I am disabled with a mental disorder it is not
noticeable. I can work part-time up to $1200 a month; I am seeking only very easy
work. My mother would need to live with me.
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MY FINANCIAL HISTORY AND ASSESMENT
It took me years to be able to work due to: my illness, not being able to deal with
common work abuse and not knowing which jobs to work at.

I have a bad work history. I quit jobs for one reason or another. I never knew
where I should had worked. I started off wrong. I should had never network with
people for jobs. I should never have worked with my enemies (not knowing they
were my enemies). So the job scene does not look good for me.

I had many bosses that emotionally abused me which caused me great trauma.
But I been working on how to overcome those things. I have solutions now, I
think I can work for life.
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ABOUT ME
I believe I know how to have a good mate relationship; I diligently wrote a book
on it over 15 years. I am an engineer graduate. I am originally from Columbus,
Ga. I lived in Georgia, Alabama and North Carolina. I do not attend church due to
trauma; I am non-denominational. I try to stay relaxed all the time. I am no
longer addicted to sex like 90% of men are. My dad is not alive. My mother is. I
have a great relationship with my mother.
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WHERE ALL HAVE YOU LIVED
1. Columbus, Ga from ages 0 to about 22
2. Atlanta, Ga my junior thru senior college years
3. Columbus for about 4 years
4. Hoover, Al from about 25-27
5. Columbus off and on
6. Birmingham, Al off and on
7. Burlington, Nc from 2015 to 2018
8. Birmingham, Al from February 2018
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TRAUMA I WENT THRU
Well the church I attended wiretapped me after I left my job-they were tied to my
job. All the surveillance started my mental illness. I feel my wife left me because I
could not work. And my second wife did the same. I contacted everyone from
the white house to the local police, none did anything. I think they did it for
Colonel who worked with me. His wife was over the human resources there and I
quit because they wanted me to go along with something illegal. But I would not
go for it. The two went to my church along with the detectives who I know
wiretapped me. They were looking for anything to make me look bad then go to
jail. It was too much stress. It 1st caused me to have paranoia. That is when I
think things are happening that are not; but since I been on the right medicine I
have no major problems.
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WHERE ALL OUT OF THE COUNTRY HAVE YOU TRAVELED
Jamaica, 1993; honeymoon
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MY GOALS
One goal is to have a prosperous family home business. My spiritual goals are to
live a good happy life with the right highest spiritual Wisdom. I want nice things.
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YOUR RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND
I am in the top of being right. I started dedicating to right at a young age, my dad
persuaded me. I believe Wisdom is a spirit and we are to seek Wisdom
(knowledge, advice).
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HOW LONG I BEEN ONLINE DATING
I been online dating for over a decade. I never been on a date in 15 years. I met
one person on purpose. I been on other dating sites, none are near as good as
what CDFF gives, the secret is it's name; it seems mostly people who are real
Christians use the site.
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WHAT HAPPENED TO MY MARRIAGES
My divorces came after I was not employed but an event occurred before they
ended. The first divorce came after I told my wife I was not arguing anymore; I
heard thereby she felt I did not love her anymore. So she just left; she before
wanted to go to counseling but I did not want to go; she did not know it but I
wanted to settle the problem ourselves.

The second wife allowed a man to come on to her that was stalking her; she
turned into "liking him"; I confronted him in church-it got ugly; she cut me off and
divorced me.

It seems both wives left me because I was not a good provider; I was disabled but
did not know it.
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WHAT TYPE OF ART DO I COLLECT
I collect electronic:
1. House art
2. Women clothing
3. Hair styles
4. Modeling poses
5. Guerrilla advertising
6. Certain old shows
7. Certain poems
8. Great quotes
9. Movies
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WHAT MY NAME MEANS
My name is Williejason Terrell Strong. Willie means strong. Terrell means strong.
And Strong means strong. I think Jason comes from the House of Jason in the
Bible.
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MY SERIOUS ILLNESSES
I have affective schizophrenia but I am doing very very well with it. I been
hospitalized twice, once when I did not know I had it and another time before I
was on the right medicine. My symptoms started around 2001 I was diagnosed in
about 2006. If I am not well managing it I think things are happening that are not;
it would not lead to violence because I do not believe in it. I been fine since about
2007, no episode because I been on the right medicine.
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WHAT I WILL NOT TOLERATE
I cannot tolerate my woman treating me as though she is unconcerned. If the
affection is messed up then I will be depressed, so I cannot deal with that. Third if
she does not pay me attention it may drive me crazy.
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ABOUT MY FAMILY TRADITIONS
We try to have Thanksgiving and Independence Days family meals. We usually go
to my brother’s house in Birmingham, Al for them.
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WHAT AM I GOOD IN
I am good in:
1. Marriage
2. Knowing what is right
3. Managing my illness
4. Praying
5. Morals
6. Mate partnerships
7. Friendship
8. Making devotionals
9. Being organized
10. Math
11. Advertising
12. Determining which business to do
13. Creating and running a home business
14. Starting controversy
15. Picking if a new song/music is a hit
16. Cooking great tasting food
17. I have good taste in:
a. Fashion
b. Food
c. Movies
d. Poems
e. Pictures
f. Paintings
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WHAT I LOVE
✓ God
✓ My mother
✓ Myself
✓ My brothers
✓ Cole’s kids
✓ Epic movie creation
✓ My friends
✓ Food
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MY MENTAL INCAPABILITIES
1. I do not have integrity to continuously do community house chores.
2. I have to follow procedures at employer work because I have bad memory.
3. I am much less comprehensive than women.
4. I cannot think deep without a computer.
5. I often forget to do a step when I am excited.
6. I make bad English on public writings before I let them marinate.
7. I do not continuously nor regularly do what I need to do. Like I do not cut
my hair on a regular needed basis.
8. I am a perfectionist in everything.
9. I do not naturally understand how to deal with companies I have contracts
with.
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HOW CONTROLLING AM I
I am far from controlling. My control is communication, caring and good sex (if
we are a couple). That is what I demand. Other than that I am not controlling. I
believe wives are to only obey good communication, caring and good sex from a
man.
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ABOUT MY SPIRITUALITY
I am very spiritual; I do spiritual therapy every morning and evening. It brings me
to my need of God, Wisdom, "Spirit of Love" (something I made up), brethren
character (something else I made up), sex and appreciation (gratitude,
motivation, caring, being considerate) and relaxation. fortunate of, respect.
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DIVINE KNOWLEDGE I HAVE
1. Four Biblical discoveries:
a. The time when the earth was created
b. The time when the earth will end
c. Actually who was Satan
d. The re-establishment of Christianity
2. How to match people up for marriage
3. I remember being in Heaven.
4. I get songs in my dreams.
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ABOUT MY CHILDHOOD
I grew up spending a lot of my daytime in the neighborhood or another
neighborhood. I learned there were bad people in this world and they start off
being bad youth. When I was young I always wanted a female friend to give me
affection and nurse my thinking. I never got that till last year; I got a friend from
the Philippines but we are not compatible. I always wanted and needed a female
to understand me and give me affection. I can say I had a happy childhood for the
most part but I wished I learned how to live or tried to figure it out at a young age
so that I served God better.
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SATAN WAS WINNING TILL I FOUND SCRIPTURE
I was wrong. I am very fortunate for going thru all the trauma I went thru. I
thought I lost.

It turned my talent seeds and personal life into a tree standing by a river. It is
great to follow God. If God is in control then it must be good, not just in the end
but fully all the way thru.

I should had loved what I went thru because I should had known it was going to
turn out great. We are to correct great wrong thinking. We are to use talking
about great bad to set men’s hearts on fire for God.

These are things one gets from haven diligently served decades:
1. Peaceful easy life;
2. Finding “Real Love”;
3. Good food;
4. Have a good home business;
5. Have good principles;
6. A nice furnished home;

Think how much the people who did me wrong lost. Think how much the people
who did you wrong lost. They lost, not you. Think how far back they are on their
Christian path. Think how much less things they appreciate, do not have rich life.
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WHEN AND AFTER I FELT I ARRIVED
I felt I arrived when I got to the point where I had all my business lines ready for
sales. I had been working on getting business started from ~August 2001 to
November 2019. I felt so refreshed, proud of myself, so blessed and favored by
God. Now it is time for to me to figure out how to get great sales.

I had to realize that I was rich (spiritually) that if I get material blessings that it did
not matter because I am where I need to be (spiritually). I am also rich because I
do not have to worry about being taken care of. There are so many people
struggling to make it with stress. So that is another blessing I have, I do not have
any relationships making me miserable.

Then I learned to not let my faults, negative thinking and wants influence how I
think/feel. They were Satan to me. Then I realized I really arrived, that business
was not the arrival point that being okay with life (God) no matter what and doing
all right for one to do is the real Goal. Then about 1 week later I arrived at the
point where I knew which business lines to do.

Strive for good things but be okay with what you are dealt with.
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WHY
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God made me;
1. Divorced;
2. Not have my daughter;
3. Fat;
4. Disabled;
5. Poor;
6. Jobless;
7. Non-financially independent;
8. Top spiritual;
DIVORCED

So that it sparked me to write solutions to how to live,
~20 books.
So that I did not have lame marriages.

NOT HAVE MY

I would had taught her wrong; I learned as I lived; all I

DAUGHTER

wanted to do was teach her how to live.

GOD MADE ME FAT

So that I was not so attractive, to not had gotten a
companion, so that I completed the things He desired
me to. My time and mind would been spent on her.
So that I learned how to exercise and diet; to teach the
world how to (Williejay’s Dieting and Exercising Advice).
So that I made great cookbooks (Williejay’s Cookbook
Year 2020 and the Foodie Diet) and recipes for store
foods due to my love of and needing of food.
So that I found then taught the world about the
Fountain of Love = Christian * (In general: Africans +
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Asians) females. 999:1000 USA women I met would not
be with me, not even friend-wise for at least 15 years
because I was not financially independent. The
Fountain of Love will love a man; they are the “good
wives” to have.
GOD MADE ME

So that I spent time with my father, and mother while

DISABLED

they were alive.
So that I had money to “do enough for myself.”
So that I had enough money to start business.
So that I had the time needed, by not working, to create
all the things I created:
1. Come up with a “Cure” to Schizophrenia books:
How to Beat Schizophrenia and/or Overcome
Deep Depression, How to Overcome Deep
Depression;
2. Come up with a design to match people up for
marriage …; www.TheMatchingService.com
(coming soon);;
3. ~20 books .. on solutions of How to Live
(including How to Marry God’s Way and Plus and
Simple Wisdom and Raise Right); some books are
coming soon
4. www.WilliejayTStrong.com;
5. www.LocalsBests.com (coming soon);
6. www.RealDope.org(coming soon);
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7. www.AsHappyAsAMug.com (coming soon, for my
father);
8. www.StoptheCyle.info (coming soon, for my
mother);
9. www.HappyAsAMug.com (coming soon);
10. www.BookReadings.org (coming in the far
future);
11. www.TwoandATruck.com (coming in the far
future);
12. www.TheVanMan.xyz (coming in the far future);

So that I got my life together.

So that I wrote great books to help the black … race.
GOD MADE ME POOR

So I was not so attractive, to not had gotten a
companion, so that I completed the things He desired
me to. My time and mind would been spent on her.
He also did it to show that anyone can (poor …) no
matter what people did to him/her can become great.

GOD MADE ME JOBLESS

So I was not so attractive, to not had gotten a
companion, so that I completed the things He desired
me to. My time and mind would been spent on her.

GOD MADE ME NON-

So I was not so attractive, to not had gotten a

FINANCIALLY

companion, so that I completed the things He desired

INDEPENDENT

me to. My time and mind would been spent on her
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To show people what He could do, which is make the
opposite outcome for a very spiritual person, who had
so much bad stuff innocently happen to him/her who
“completely” followed Him, FROM YOUTH.
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THE WIRETAPPING
STORY
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PLEASE READ THIS.
ALL THIS IS TRUE, REAL AND EXTREMELY SERIOUS.
IT TELLS WHAT OUR SYSTEM DOES TO US.
TELL EVERYONE BUT MAYBE NOT YOUR SUPERIORS …
(WHO MAY BE SELLOUTS). Tell 5 people to tell 2 people and those 2
people to tell 2 and those people to tell 2 and those people to tell 2 ….

IT IS TIME FOR CHANGE. MAKE THEM CHANGE, DO NOT
FALL FOR THE NEGOTIATION TRICKS. THEY WILL NOT
PUNISH THEMSELVES. BUT THEY WOULD PUNISH US.
RACISM, THE CURRENT FORM OF SOCIALISM, IS WHY
WE HAVE THE VIRUS … NEXT WILL BE ABOUT MONEY.
PLEASE PRAY FOR ME.
-Williejay T. Strong
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THEIR SYSTEM
AUGUST 31, 2020
I am a victim of Serious cybersecurity crime which caused a domino affect in my life and
persisted from 2001 to date. They done all kinds of illegal things to me via cybercrime
(wiretapping). The police started off illegally doing it to me out of hate-which stemmed
from a group who I went to church and work with.

My half-brother named Willie James Strong Jr. probably is involved; helping them (the
enemies). As far as I know Willie went to jail in Georgia (Atlanta) for having a sexual
relationship with a minor, he been to jail before then and he hates me. Willie was/is a
habitual liar. I have proof that he had sex with MINORS.
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THEORY:
Willie/Myles Caggins and/or Billy Jackson originally coordinated Jackie Lee and
Eddie Powell (who all went to the same church as I Cusetta Road Church of Christ
(Columbus, Ga); Jackie Lee worked for Columbus Consolidated Government
police as a detective and Eddie Powell was a private detective). It seems Myles
did it to originally illegally wiretap me and prevent me from finding a job …
because I left the job where his wife was “OVER” human resource and left the
Cusseta Road Church of Christ; I left because my bosses asked me to go along
with something illegal. All these people are African-Americans. Myles Caggins is a
retired Colonel and I was informed that he could had put my information in a
database to cause all this to happen. Both Billy and Willie had an adult
relationship with Angel Burton’s mother while Billy’s wife and the mother’s
husband (Joe Burton) were alive and Billy was an elder at the church. I have
possible proof. Junior probably recorded what I said about them family-tofamily, and Myles … went and did …. Even Billy Jackson got in trouble for messing
with a minor when working at a Girls and Boys Club in Columbus. Billy Jackson
worked in the probation office. They are trying to make me look like a child
molester. I ADORE females never had nor would sexually attempt to be with an
underaged. Really all this is based on racism against blacks and whites.

Billy (now that I remember clearly) … might had switched or is trying to my legal
(clean) record switch with Willie James Strong, Jr.’s; because I have proof Billy
altered someone’s jail record information before; Willie said he and Billy were
best friends; Myles and his late wife followed me and my first ex-wife to the
Edgewood Church of Christ when I left Cusseta Road Church of Christ (both in
Columbus, Ga). My first ex-wife (Yolanda Elder Strong) apparently for evil
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prevented my child from having a relationship with me the last 6 to 8 years; I
cannot exactly remember how long because it been so long; me and my daughter
had a perfect long distance relationship then it was cut off. The first ex-wife
worked for the State of Georgia’s family and children services in Columbus, Ga.

Also as far as I know: Jackie Lee’s child, my only child, my first ex-wife and
Willie’s child all go to McCartha drive Church of Christ in Columbus, Ga. They
were all at Cusetta Road with me. It is known that he wiretapped his ex-wife (in
around 2001 – 2002).

HOW I WAS ORIGINALLY WIRETAPPED: Jackie Lee got the exact same phone numbers
as mine back to back except for the REARRANGEMENTS OF THE LAST FOUR NUMBERS
(one personal, one business) then obviously acted like he wiretapped himself but was
actually wiretapping me. THIS IS ONE MAJOR WAY POOR PEOPLE ARE BEING
CRUCIFIED.

They electronically stopped my:
• Business sales;
• One-time stop the ability to do work for contracted work, I had to quit; I have
proof;
• Online dating-ability to find a wife for about 15 years (the only great means I had
to find a woman); I have proof.
• Ability to communicate with lawyers via e-mail …;
• …
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And [I AM SURE BUT NOT DEFINITE] used the FBI to run me off jobs; THIS PROBABLY IS
ANOTHER METHOD THEY USE TO DESTROY POOR PEOPLE. The first evidence that the
government was not for me is when the Columbus Consolidated Government court
ordering me to not have church at home only with my daughter in my divorce decree;
they tried to take my freedom of religion away.
They mentally disabled me. I am an engineer graduate and lost that financial ability due
to the disability, something I worked very hard for; I graduated from Georgia Teach in
Atlanta, Ga. My name is Williejason (Williejay) T. Strong. I have a squeaky-clean
background proven by the books I wrote (visible at
amazon.com/author/williejaytstrong). Please see what I been working on the last 20
years of being wiretapped: www.WilliejayTStrong.com. A lawyer verified that I am
actually a victim of what I say, cybercrime. I contacted about 80 places over 20 years,
nobody helped me at all that I know of. Nobody said I was crazy but …. Also I recently
contacted the NC Legal Aid Service (without telling them my story); they were supposed
to contact me as in their agreement (e-mail) but never did.
Over 20 years I contacted:
• FBI in GA, AL and NC;
• Sheriff Offices in GA, AL and NC;
• Local police offices in GA, AL and NC.
• The White House
• Homeland Security
• Lawyers
• NAACP
• …
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None of them helped me at all. I am 100% innocent. Then they wonder why we do not
like the police. They wonder why black people do not get along. They wonder why
some black people do not like white people. Then they wonder why we do not respect
them or feel they are for us. Apparently they are not. Some are trying to kill off blacks
and enslave the rest. We have to do something about the state of our legal system
ourselves. The law is not for us.

I made:
• Three Biblical Correlation Discoveries; as shown on www.WilliejayTStrong.com;
• Wrote a monumental book: How to Marry God’s Way, available on Amazon.com;
• Solved the other codes (messages) in Leonardo DaVinici’s paintings;
• I get music in my dreams;
• I am a civil engineer graduate from Georgia Tech (in Atlanta, Ga)-June 13, 1998;
• I came up with a lot “solutions” to life problems;
• And I remember being in heaven when before I was born;
I am anointed; I am good enough for God.

Please e-mail me at WilliejasonStrong@Yahoo.com or call me at 336.709.4746. But they
probably are compromising my communications, acting like me when people contact
me and …; I have heard from anyone. A VICTORY LIKE THIS WOULD BE GOOD TO STOP
COPS … FROM ILLEGALLY MALICIOUSLY WIRETAPPING OTHERS AND RUNNING THEM
OFF JOBS. I also own www.RealDope.org.
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Think how many lives police … like this destroy/destroyed. Think of how much financial
damage they done to people over SO MUCH OF OUR TIME. Think of how much social
division they cause and caused. Think of the amount they will continue to destroy.
These people need to be REMOVED.
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IN ORDER TO HELP CORRECT THIS PROBLEM
Tell everyone as prescribed.
Donate at: www.GoFundMe.com/RealDopeOrg
Buy any of my books from amazon.com/author/williejaytstrong.
Support any of my products and/or services (including hopefully Real
Dope (hip) songs coming soon).
Pray for all the curses and corrupt wrong to be removed.
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LIFE SEQUENCES
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THE SEQUENCE:
1. I was a pretty baby; but I was not an attractive man at the age of
45.
2. I was encouraged to and caught on to love food.
3. I noticed that all black males were mischievous; thrived off sex +
did not treat women right.
4. My white teacher (I think named Mrs. Bruce or Johnson-like 4th
grade) saw that I was good in math and encouraged me to work
on it to get better; I caught on and did.
5. My dad told me to “always do what is right” and I caught on and
did.
6. I never been in trouble in school by my fault.
7. A female and male bullied me.
8. I desired to figure out why marriage did not work out for people.
9. 8th grade thru 11th grades: I became very attractive.
+
STORY: Everyone is getting off at this stop.
+
STORY: Became a player up; stopped sophomore year of high
school.
10.
Vowed to love women and God took all my coolness away
11.
All my women (black) cheated on me.
12.
Willie James Strong Jr., Satan, led us to the Cusseta roach
church of Christ. My mom, dad and sister joined the church
because of me.
13.
Graduated June 13, 1998 from the Georgia Institute of
Technology (Atlanta, Ga) earning a Bsc. Civil Engineering degree.
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14.
STORY: Was asked to do something illegal by the Columbus
Water Works.
15.
Started tutoring from home, noticed wiretapping signs and
the numbers.
16.
STORY: Similarities of wives.
+
I got mentally sick (affective schizophrenia) but did not realize I
was sick; I made yard signs.
17.
[I determined to figure out marriage before mate
partnering] + [Began getting music in my dreams] + [I stayed
single 15 years. Worked on personal life, books and business.] +
[Yolanda asked me about selling my daughter to Alonzo’s
(Subrono’s ex) cousin.] + [Yolanda took my daughter “from me.”]
18.
~June 2020 Completed first half of books + business line
ideas
19.
[Began reaching out to the poor and teaching] + [Business
Prospered]
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AT ONE TIME:
✓ Another black bully poured acid on me.
✓ Decided to and made straight A’s my junior year of high school.
✓ Three of my bullies were murdered by others-that is what
happens to people who treat others very bad.
✓ I was featured in Columbus, Ga ledger inquirer for being an
investment that returned.
✓ Noticed white people at industrial plants had black people do the
hard production labor.
✓ Composed a rap with music titled “God is still shining my Way”;
turned in copyright.
✓ God lead me to the Bible Correlation Discoveries (sent that to the
copyright office).
✓ Loved being around teen girls from my daughter being taken away
from me (They reminded me of her.). In fact I love all races and
kinds of children.

